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Connecting Privilege and Purpose: Philanthropy for the Next Generation
As part of the greatest wealth transfer of all time, emerging leaders from the next 
generation of wealth holders and creators have the power to redefine philanthropy. 
As next gen, what is our role in creating impact? How can we challenge norms and 
give in ways that are more strategic and trust-based – leading to system’s level change. 
This session will explore new ways to define impact and how we can use our influence 
to shift the culture and legacy of family philanthropy to achieve even bigger results.

Connecting Privilege and Purpose: Breakout Discussions
These interactive breakout discussions will provide tangible methods that attendees 
can use to achieve their philanthropic goals that align with personal values.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

Family members in their 20’s, 30’s, and 40’s, 
who are looking to make connections with 
peers facing the same challenges within their 
family’s enterprise should attend these events 
and programming.

FEATURED SESSIONS 

Navigating Different Pathways of Engagement in the Family Enterprise
You’re not taking over the family business or heading up the family office – so what 
now? If your family doesn’t have defined role paths within the family system, and 
you’re unclear about how to engage, you’re not alone. During this session, panelists 
will discuss what their families’ role defining process is, including everything from 
formalized procedures to a complete lack thereof. This panel will help attendees 
understand how to stay engaged with their family and continue to make their voice 
heard despite a lack of clarity around roles or engagement processes.

IN-PERSON FORUM SCHEDULE  
All times listed are in U.S. Eastern Time.

Sunday, October 23, 2022   
7:00 pm Rising Gen Welcome Dinner at 5Church  

Monday, October 24, 2022  |  8:00 am - 12:15 pm 
Rising Gen joins the Family Forum at Networking Lunch

To see the full Family Forum agenda and to register, click here.

The 2022 FOX Family Forum will kick off with 
topics exclusively for the Rising Gen family 
member. Rising Gen members will have 
the opportunity to connect and hear from 
peers about exploring different pathways of 
engagement in the family enterprise. The 
programming will also provide tools for attendees 
to align personal values and philanthropic goals. 
The rest of the forum is not to be missed – from 
a fireside chat with Ray Dalio to a conversation 
with Raoul Pal; all attendees will come away with 
ideas, tools, and frameworks to ensure a positive 
and productive enterprise for the future.
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